Anticipate legislation
Heating and cooling
is your life and our mission
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We promote a better understanding of the HVACR sector
among decision-makers in the EU.
We provide our members with up-to-date and timely
political intelligence
We organise meetings with key EU policymakers in the
European Commission, European Parliament,
and the Member States.

Heating and cooling
is your life and our mission

About EPEE
The European partnership for Energy and the Environment (EPEE) is a broad based HVACR industry
association supporting the promotion of energy eﬃciency and the freedom of refrigerant choice. It is
composed of more than 45 member companies and associations

›
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producing a/c equipment, components, refrigeration systems, heat pumps, refrigerants
employing more than 200,000 people in Europe
and realising a turnover of more than €30 billion in Europe

EPEE members also create indirect employment through a vast network of small and medium-sized
enterprises such as contractors who install, who service and maintain our equipment.
For more information, please visit our website : www.epeeglobal.org

Our main ﬁelds of activity
Promote Energy & Resource Eﬃciency
› 2030 Climate & Energy targets
› Ecodesign & Energy labelling
› Energy Eﬃciency Directive, Energy Performance of Buildings Directive, Renewable Energies Directive
› Circular Economy Strategy
Promote the responsible management of refrigerants
› Make the new F-Gas rules work
› Support EU Commission and Member States in implementing the new rules
› Support global action to reduce consumption of HFCs
Raise awareness on Market Surveillance
› Importance of properly enforcing and policing legislation
Promote an HVACR association network at EU level

EPEE

“Early, accurate and well-informed
analysis of EU Commission & Parliament
actions likely to impact our industry.”

90% of legislation
impacting your business
is made in Brussels

Secretariat c/o Grayling - Avenue des Arts 46 - B-1000 Brussels
Tel.+32 2 732 7040 - Fax. +32 2 732 7176
www.epeeglobal.org

secretariat@epeeglobal.org

be.linkedin.com/pub/epee-secretariat/53/15/530/it

@EPEESecretariat

EPEE Members act on EU legislation – and you ?

Join EPEE
the voice of the HVACR industry needs to be heard
loud and clear in Brussels

Shape the future
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The European Partnership for Energy and the Environment
(EPEE) is the voice of the refrigeration, air-conditioning and
heat pump industry in Europe.
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We focus on key issues for our industry such as ecodesign, energy eﬃciency, refrigerants,
renewable technologies, market surveillance…
We represent our members at global climate change meetings to advocate for feasible
and responsible global agreements.
We raise awareness on the contribution that the heating and cooling industry can make to
move to an energy eﬃcient, low-carbon and renewable future.

Show the way
›
›
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Anticipate future political developments and gain the ultimate competitive edge.

Participate directly in formulating EPEE’s policy and strategy
via our working groups, position papers, meetings with policy
makers…
Proﬁle your organisation by meeting with EU decision-makers,
participating in a wide range of industry-focused events, trade
fairs, conferences…
Network with EPEE members and in various European coalitions,
such as the HVACR Forum, the Coalition for Energy Savings…

Shape the future of our industry sector taking into account your technological potential
Network with industry leaders and political leaders in Europe and in the world.
Keep up to date about EU political developments to take well informed, eﬃcient
investment decisions in your company.

“EPEE positions are made by its members for its
members in a democratic, honest and balanced way.”

“Building a solid public understanding and good
image of HVACR systems by explaining the
environmental and societal beneﬁts.”

